Research at MIT has produced a fuel cell that could power small neural implants with the same source of energy as the brain itself: glucose. Engineers created a fuel cell that breaks down the ubiquitous sugar molecule much the same way as the body does, and it could enable a new generation of self-sustaining medical devices.

Glucose is one of the main fuels used by the body and especially the brain, so the idea of using it to power implants isn't new; in fact, it goes back as far as the 1970s. But poor energy production or questions of safety have prevented such devices from being put into use. The new system does not rely on enzymes or microorganisms, as earlier ones did, but on a stable solid-state catalyst that produces modest power and (due to its platinum construction) is unlikely to cause an immune response within the body.

The project, led by MIT associate professor Rahul Sarapeshkar, was created with brain implants in mind, with the fuel cell tapping the
glucose-rich cerebrospinal fluid that surrounds the brain and fills its cavities. And it's designed to allow electronics to be connected easily, as the fuel cell is itself embedded on a silicon chip that could easily be modified for different applications.

The power it generates isn't much: up to 180 microwatts per square centimeter at maximum, but only a modest 3.4 microwatts can be counted on for a steady current. That's not nearly enough to power something like a laptop, but the team says that for a tiny implant that only needs to activate a few key cells, it should be sufficient. Sarapeshkar has written an entire book on ultra-low-power bioelectronics, so it's more than an educated guess.

Benjamin Rapoport, who also worked on the project, warns that such devices are still a ways off: "It will be a few more years into the future before you see people with spinal-cord injuries receive such implantable systems in the context of standard medical care." But as a proof of concept, it's a major step forward.

The paper describing the new system was recently published by PLoS One and can be read here.

Devin Coldewey is a contributing writer for msnbc.com. His personal website is coldewey.cc.
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Robot picks, plays and grooves to your music

The smartphone docking station was upgraded to robot status today with the unveiling of a brainy speaker system at the Google I/O developer ... Read more
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This robot will beat you at rock-paper-scissors 100 percent of the time

When someone claims they're good at rock-paper-scissors, they're usually just trying to psyche you out so they can predict your next move. B... Read more
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Video: Flying robot swarm wows at Cannes

The performance of a flying robot swarm at a creativity festival in France has echoes of the highly-coordinated human theatri... Read more
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For cleaner laundry, add diamonds

Laundry detergent laced with teeny, tiny diamonds removes fats and dirt at lower temperatures than the blingless variety, according to new r... Read more
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Google-built machine learns to find cats on the Internet

An artificial brain that Googlers built with 16,000 computer processors and a nifty algorithm has taught itself to recognize images of cats ... Read more
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Human-powered helicopter breaks record with 50-second flight

A team at the University of Maryland has blown away a long-standing (or long-hovering) record for human-powered flight. A Japanese team stay... Read more
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Give 3-D printing a try? Yoda says do it

At some point in the not-too-distant future, we’ll all use 3-D printers to make new tools, replacement body parts and dinner. In the meantim... Read more
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Science of slinkys explained with slow-mo video

Dangle a slinky off the roof of a building until it is fully extended, then let go and notice something odd: The bottom will hover in mid-ai... Read more
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Cyborg system stifles your need to drink water
The Japanese design studio Takram was asked to design a water bottle for people to use after a hypothetical future environmental disaster. ... Read more

Emerging tech harnessed to improve the world
This is an excerpt from Hybrid Reality, a new e-book by Ayesha and Parag Khanna. The word "technology" combines the Greek tekne and logos,... Read more

Laser-scanning 'archeo-robot' builds 3-D map of ancient Roman sewers
Roman archaeologists are using an interesting new tool to map and study one of the ancient city's little-appreciated features: its sewers. T... Read more

Concept sneakers track your dancing moves with smartphone app
Does your Lindy Hop need a little polishing before you break it out in public? These concept shoes are equipped with accelerometers that det... Read more

Look, no hands! Augmented reality gets a grip
FRANKFURT/HELSINKI One day in March 2000, just days before the dot-com bubble began its journey back to earth, German engineer Thomas Alt f... Read more

50-gigapixel camera is straight out of science fiction
While photographers marvel at the 20 or 30 megapixels captured by the latest cameras, researchers at Duke laugh quietly and return to their ... Read more
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